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Navigation: TA 7.7 – Optioneering and Estimating 
 

Purpose:  

This annex provides further details on our approach considering a range of options to address the 

operational risks that we identify. Through robust consideration of a range of options against a 

proven framework and applying technical and financial analysis to the options we can be confident 

of selecting the best value option in the long term.  

 

The table below summarises the Ofwat tests that are addressed by the evidence presented in this 

Annex. 

 

Table 1 - Relevant Ofwat tests 

Ref Ofwat test Comment 

Primary Focus Areas 
 

How well has the 
company objectively 
assessed the full 
range of mitigation 
options and selected 
the solutions that 
represent the best 
value from money 
over the long term 
and have support 
from customers and 
stakeholders? 

In a high-quality plan: 
The company will thoroughly 
appraise options for mitigating 
resilience. It will present a full 
range of options as evidence 
that the plan will deliver the best 
value long-term options for 
customers. This will include 
utilising options beyond its 
boundary to mitigate risks in its 
own area (and also looking 
beyond its boundary to 
understand how it can support 
long-term resilience elsewhere). 

This annex provides an overview 
of our Totex Hierarchy and how the 
thinking behind it influences our 
investment decisions. It also 
provides a brief overview of our 
whole-life costing process. More 
information about our optioneering 
is in Ta 14.5 
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Developing best value solutions for customers 
Ensuring we choose the most cost effective and efficient solutions is fundamental to delivering best 

value for customers.  

Achieving resilience-in-the round requires broadening our focus from our asset base to developing 

innovative, collaborative solutions. This includes our plans for a South East Skills Academy, our 

transformational programmes (e.g. Catchment First) and the proposed joint-use reservoir at Havant 

Thicket. Throughout our plan and technical annexes we explain the wide range of options considered 

and the reasons behind our proposed solutions. 

Figure 1 summaries our Totex Solution Hierarchy which codifies our thought process when 

identifying, assessing and selecting the best value option, from a range of potential solutions. 

By aligning this with the Cabinet Office’s 4Rs of resilience, we can categorise the risks we are seeking 

to address and prioritise solutions accordingly – with some risks most effectively addressed through a 

basket of smaller interventions rather than a single large solution. An example is our approach to 

Nitrate, where we have selected a variety of solutions across the region to achieve a single outcome 

of securing resilient water supplies.  

When considering how to address the resilience risks we have identified we seek to eliminate the root 

of the issue, collaborate to achieve the same outcome, change how we operate and reinvigorate our 

assets, moving down the hierarchy as solutions are shown to be too expensive or not feasible. After 

running through the hierarchy we then look to fabricate something new. This approach encourages us 

to address the root causes of issues before making more expensive capital investments. 

For example, to ensure continuous power supply, rather than install standby capacity and addition 

redundancy, which can be expensive and underutilised we first look to improve our response and 

recovery to a power failure. This can include, working with stakeholders on better emergency planning 

and communications and our supply chain to provide mobile generators and changing how we deploy 

temporary treatment plant, making use of redundancy in the supply chain and across our boundary.  

Another example is our work with Portsmouth Water and the wider Water Resources in the South 

East group to address water shortages in the future. Traditional thinking would lean towards building 

new supply works or desalination plants. By considering cross-boundary collaborative options we 

consider options like Havant Thicket reservoir and the South East Water Grid.  
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Figure 1 – Totex Solution Hierarchy 
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We undertake a rigorous cost benefit analysis process, shown in Figure 2 below, to ensure the 

solutions we develop deliver best value for customers.  

We use customer insight to inform the priorisiation of risk to customer service and develop solutions 

against the Totex Hierarchy, which are evaluated against technical viability and whole life cost. 

Benefit is calculated in terms of customers’ willingness to pay for different service levels, ensuring the 

schemes selected are supported by them. 

Whole life cost modelling determines the cost of schemes over a 60 year lifetime and considers 

customers’ preferences and consequential cost mitigation to determine preferred options to justify 

scheme selection. More information about the above is in Chapter 14 and TA 14.5. 

Figure 2 - Approach to whole life costing in our Water and Wastewater systems 

 

 


